
Automatic air release valve
Casing relief valve
(for electric motor driven unit)
Suction and discharge gauges 
with shut-off valves

Description
ACME HVSF centrifugal pumps are of single-stage horizon-
tal split case, double suction design.It meets and exceeds 
the requirements of NFPA 20 and fully compliant with latest 
requirementof FM approval standard.They are engineered 
and built to ensure reliable and safe performance while 
providing continuous service life at an efficient cost.

Features
Cast iron casing fitted with ASA 250# or PN 50 suction and 
discharge flanges to match the piping system.They are 
integrally cast into the lower half casing. This allows for removal 
or rotating assembly without disturbing the piping system.
Precision cast and dynamically balanced double suction 
impellers in 304 stainless steel construction reduce vibrtion 
and ensure smooth operations over a wide range of flow.
Heavy-duty, 416 SS stiff solid shaft design with short 
span between bearings minimizes shaft deflection and 
extends packing and bearing life.
304 stainless steel replaceable shaft sleeves are fitted 
to protect the shaft against corrosion and wear.
Renewable bronze casing wear rings are fitted as a 
standard with optional impeller wear rings.
Heavy-duty, deep grooved ball bearings with a minimum 
100,000 hours L-10 rated bearing life ensures long life and 
reliability.
ACME unique stuffing box design permits the use of 
packing or mechanical seal. Seal maintenance can be done 
without disturbing the pump casing.

Material Specifications  
Part Standard Standard Accessories *

* Available in 304, 316, 316L and Duplex Stainless Steel.
*Optional Accessories :  Flow meter、Main relief valve、Hose valve header, hose valvesWaste cone, suction reducer, 
  and discharge increaser
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NFPA-20 Fire Pumps

Engineered For Quality, Dedicated To Service


